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Teacher’S Key

Do bats benefit from wildfires?

Why does having a mix of habitat types in the forest attract more bat species?

Different bat species are adapted to different habitats in the forest. For example, some species (smaller 
ones) are adapted to cluttered environments and use high-frequency echolocation to detect insects. Other 
species (larger ones) prefer open areas and use low-frequency echolocation. Therefore, having a mix of 
habitats attracts different species.

What has been the effect of a policy of fire suppression on forests in the United States?

Suppressing fire so that property and homes are not damaged has also inadvertently led to more dense 
forests, a decrease in habitat diversity, and an increase in forest fuel (downed trees, brush, twigs, grasses, 
etc.).

Why and how do we use acoustic detectors to survey bats?

Most bat echolocation calls are too high-frequency for humans to hear (we can only hear up to 20 kHz, 
and most bat calls are much higher!). We, therefore, have to use very sensitive equipment to listen to and 
record bat calls. We can then use a computer program to determine which species of bat are present based 
on their unique calls.

Why might more background noise mean we are less likely to detect bats?

Background noise can make recordings difficult for the computer to “understand” in the same way static 
on the radio can make music hard to hear.

How can you get involved in helping bats?

By sharing knowledge about bats, building bat houses, and by getting involved in science projects such as 
surveys to help monitor bats. (Other creative suggestions gladly welcomed!)
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Which species were more common in areas with 
high fire severity?

An
sw

er Pallid, Yuma, fringed, free-tailed and hoary bats. The small-footed bat 
was more common in unburned forests.


